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The advent of Generative AI has further accelerated the adoption of cloud-native technologies as businesses look to harness the power of AI to gain an edge over each other in today’s rapidly evolving world. As the saying goes, with every new challenge comes bountiful opportunities. Businesses are now more motivated than ever to migrate to the cloud, and they are in need of capable digital talents to manage their workloads.

Alibaba Cloud Academy, the training & certification arm of Alibaba Cloud, provides a wealth of training resources to help customers, partners, and individuals to acquire essential skills or upskill themselves with the latest cloud and AI skills to thrive in the Age of AI. With over 300 training courses, over 250 hands-on labs, and 17 professional certifications, Alibaba Cloud Academy offers resources to cater to any level of technological proficiency.

Learning materials are available as on-demand courses that anyone can take online, as well as live virtual classrooms and in-person classes with our team of experienced trainers and professionals that offer a unique blend of experiences with each class. Of course, we also know that theory is not everything, that’s why our courses also come with hands-on labs that provides the much-needed practical component.

Last but not least, Alibaba Cloud Academy also provides specialized training courses to our customers and partners who are looking to deepen their cooperation with Alibaba Cloud. From gaining the necessary skills and knowledge of Alibaba Cloud services, to integrating and delivering services based on Alibaba Cloud, we’ve got you covered.

Learn more about Alibaba Cloud Academy at edu.alibabacloud.com
Immersive labs
At Alibaba Cloud Academy, we understand that practice makes perfect. Aside from exciting courses, we also provide over 200 hands-on labs based on real-world scenarios to help our students learn by practice. What better way to level-up your cloud skills with real, hands-on experiences?

Professional certifications
Choose from our curated selection of 17 role-based professional certifications in the Alibaba Cloud Certified series (Associate, Professional, Expert) to kick start your cloud journey and become an industry recognized expert in cloud computing. Stay ahead of the curve and prepare yourself for the most demanding positions in IT.

Membership & students program
Education is an investment in the future, and we believe that future should be accessible for everyone. Our membership program offers a large portion of our content for a reasonably low price, and our students program helps students gain a foothold in today's competitive job market for no cost at all.

Expert instructors
We’ve assembled an expert team of highly certified instructors that are adept at delivering world-class in-person and virtual classrooms to customers, partners, and individuals alike. In 2023, our instructors delivered courses to over 100,000 participants with an average rating of over 4.8.

Extensive content catalog
Our dedicated online learning platform is home to a vast library of content ranging from basic technological concepts, to cloud computing, to Generative AI. You’ll find courses to help you at every step of your cloud journey, regardless of experience. The best part? Over 180 of those courses are offered for free.

THE JOURNEY OF A THOUSAND MILES BEGINS WITH A SINGLE STEP
And we’re right here to help you embark on your journey.

Expert instructors
We’ve assembled an expert team of highly certified instructors that are adept at delivering world-class in-person and virtual classrooms to customers, partners, and individuals alike. In 2023, our instructors delivered courses to over 100,000 participants with an average rating of over 4.8.

Extensive content catalog
Our dedicated online learning platform is home to a vast library of content ranging from basic technological concepts, to cloud computing, to Generative AI. You’ll find courses to help you at every step of your cloud journey, regardless of experience. The best part? Over 180 of those courses are offered for free.

CERTIFICATIONS FOR EVERY STEP OF YOUR CLOUD JOURNEY
From beginners to experts, business users to cloud architects - we’ve got it all.

Alibaba Cloud Academy offers three types of industry recognized certifications - Professional, Specialty, and Clouder. Each of these certifications help individuals who gain them demonstrate their technical proficiency in specialized fields, including cloud computing, big data, cloud-native technologies, AI, and more.

After taking the corresponding courses, individuals can attempt the certifications to validate their knowledge in fields related to the certifications. These certifications provide an opportunity for individuals to improve their skills, accelerate career growth, and gain a competitive edge in the job market.

65,000+
The number of certifications issued in 2023 by Alibaba Cloud Academy
## Role-based Certification

Expand your technical skillset with Alibaba Cloud role-based certifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role-based Certification</th>
<th>Business User</th>
<th>Gen AI</th>
<th>Cloud Architect</th>
<th>Security Engineer</th>
<th>SysOps</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Big Data</th>
<th>Cloud Native</th>
<th>Database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clouder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ACP Generative AI Architect is currently in development
Planned release: Oct 2024
Generative AI is changing the landscape of how businesses and individuals consume technology. 

98% of global executives agree AI foundation models will play an important role in their organization’s strategies in the next 3 to 5 years.
LEVERAGING THE POWER OF FOUNDATION MODELS — WHETHER THEY ARE LLMS OR IMAGE GENERATORS HAVE BECOME ESSENTIAL IN TODAY’S COMPETITIVE JOB MARKET

IMAGINE

Explore the vast possibilities of Generative AI, and how people have been leveraging this new piece of technology to its full extent. Understand the benefits (and drawbacks) of such world-changing technologies, and unleash your imagination!

LEARN

Get a closer look into how we got to Generative AI, and gain a deeper understanding into how these technologies evolved to become what it is today, and what it can become tomorrow. Learn how you can leverage Generative AI to augment your workflows.

APPLY

Learn about the services provided by Alibaba Cloud for Generative AI, and build and deploy your very first basic GenAI application on Alibaba Cloud. Apply your knowledge to real-world scenarios!

Generative AI in action:
A combination of prompt tuning coupled with parameter tweaks achieve stunning results, generated in just a few minutes.

ACA GENERATIVE AI ENGINEER COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME</th>
<th>DUR.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Dive into Generative AI                         | 1.0 hrs | • History & types of AI, typical use cases  
|                                                 |      | • GenAI capabilities, quick intro to LLMs  
|                                                 |      | • Underlying tech stack |
| The Large World of Language Models              | 2.0 hrs | • LM history & evolution, and the types of GenAI (current & emergent)  
|                                                 |      | • Scaling laws & how it relates to model performance  
|                                                 |      | • Pretraining, tuning, and applications of GenAI |
| Using Generative AI Ethically & Responsibly    | 2.0 hrs | • Takes a look at the promise of GenAI and why its attractive, and discusses the reality of such a future and the risks it presents  
|                                                 |      | • How jobs will be re-imagined through GenAI, and what safeguards we should put in place |
| The Inner Workings of Generative AI             | 4.0 hrs | • Learn about the intricacies of what makes GenAI tick - from machine learning to natural language processing  
|                                                 |      | • Learn about the underlying technologies including encoders, decoders, and transformers  
|                                                 |      | • Learn about diffusion models and how they play an important role in image generators |
| Make GenAI Work for You                         | 4.0 hrs | • Understand how you can get the most out of GenAI applications  
|                                                 |      | • Understand concepts in leveraging GenAI, including RAG, agents, vector databases and more  
|                                                 |      | • For the more artistically inclined, learn about some useful Stable Diffusion workflows |
| Deploying GenAI Applications on ECS             | 4.0 hrs | • Learn about GPU-equipped ECS instances and how to select suitable instances to run your GenAI workloads  
|                                                 |      | • Deploy open source GenAI applications on ECS |
| Deploying GenAI Applications on PAI             | 4.0 hrs | • Learn about Platform for AI and how it lets you run scalable Generative AI applications on the cloud via DSW, EAS, and DLC  
|                                                 |      | • Deploy open source GenAI applications on PAI |
| Prompt Engineering Fundamentals                 | 2.0 hrs | • Learn about prompt engineering for GenAI models - from zero-shot to few-shot to chain-of-thought prompting  
|                                                 |      | • Learn about prompting techniques for Stable Diffusion |

For pricing information, bookings, or general inquiries about Alibaba Cloud training sessions, contact us at intl_training@list.alibaba-inc.com
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION

17 PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS ACROSS 3 LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY

Associate, Professional, Expert

ALIBABA CLOUD CERTIFIED ASSOCIATE (ACA)

This certification is designed for entry-level engineers and associates who are just beginning their cloud journey. The ACA certification exam serves to validate their knowledge of core cloud computing concepts and is offered for 9 job roles:

- ACA Business User
- ACA Cloud Computing
- ACA Generative AI
- ACA Developer
- ACA Big Data
- ACA Systems Operator
- ACA Cloud Native
- ACA Cloud Security
- ACA Database

ALIBABA CLOUD CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL (ACP)

This certification is designed for mid- to senior-level cloud professionals, developers, and operators who are looking to deepen their cloud expertise and gain more in-depth knowledge about Alibaba Cloud services. We provide 6 ACP certifications for different job roles:

- ACP Cloud Computing
- ACP Cloud Networking
- ACP DevOps Engineer
- ACP Big Data
- ACP Cloud Security
- ACP Container Service

ALIBABA CLOUD CERTIFIED EXPERT (ACE)

This certification is designed specifically to validate the skills and knowledge of the most senior developers and cloud architects in developing solutions using Alibaba Cloud services. We provide 2 ACE certifications:

- ACE Cloud Computing
- ACE Big Data

SPECIALTY CERTIFICATION

DEMONSTRATE YOUR EXPERTISE IN TECHNOLOGY VERTICALS

Specialty certifications test the true depth of your knowledge in vertical fields.

This family of certifications are designed for individuals looking to position themselves as trusted advisors and experts in specialized fields such as cloud security, networking, DevOps, and machine learning. Individuals choosing a particular career path can broaden their domain knowledge and gain credibility for their technical expertise via these certifications. Alibaba Cloud provides 7 specialty certifications to help individuals affirm themselves as experts in specific domains.

CLOUDEER CERTIFICATION

EASILY CONSUMABLE POINTS OF KNOWLEDGE

The Clouder series provides a quick-and-easy way to gain new knowledge. These certifications help individuals and businesses learn how to perform specific operations using Alibaba Cloud products and solutions, such as cloud migration, server setup, and database backup and recovery. To pass the Clouder certification exam, individuals can participate in 30 to 60-minute Clouder courses on pertinent topics, such as elastic computing, networking, and big data analytics, via the Alibaba Cloud Academy online platform.

For pricing information, bookings, or general inquiries about Alibaba Cloud training sessions, contact us at intl_training@list.alibaba-inc.com
In December 2023, Salesforce and Alibaba Cloud announced the general availability of Salesforce Sales Cloud, Salesforce Service Cloud, and Salesforce Platform on Alibaba Cloud. These services serve to help overcome challenges unique to China, including regulatory, market dynamics, and performance of cross-border access. Alibaba Cloud Academy is proud to deliver content for customers looking to level up their Go China strategy with Salesforce on Alibaba Cloud.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME</th>
<th>DUR.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Salesforce Road to China Series                  | 4.0 hrs | • Understand the landscape of MNCs in China  
• Learn about building your Customer 360 for China  
• Learn about deploying your business to China and the migration strategies at your disposal  
• Learn how to procure Salesforce in China                                                                 |
| The Salesforce Admin Role for Beginners          | 2.0 hrs | • Understand the Salesforce Administrator role and what is expected from professionals in this role  
• Learn about the four "core habits" that Salesforce Admins should possess to succeed in their roles |
| Salesforce Platform Basics                       | 1.0 hrs | • Get acquainted with and familiarize yourself with the Salesforce platform and its architecture  
• Navigate through the platform and discover basic use cases  
• Understand how to set up your homepage as an Admin and customize it to your preferences |
| Managing Users on Salesforce on Alibaba Cloud     | 2.0 hrs | • Learn about user identities on Salesforce for Alibaba Cloud  
• Learn how to set up users and implement permission control  
• Manage the data that users can view or edit |
| Managing Data in Salesforce on Alibaba Cloud      | 2.0 hrs | • Learn how to give your data structure with Salesforce-specific concepts, including objects, fields, and relationships  
• Learn how to import and export data in Salesforce on Alibaba Cloud |
| Security Basics for Salesforce on Alibaba Cloud   | 2.0 hrs | • Understand the security risks inherent to any business on the cloud  
• Learn how to educate your users about security on Salesforce on Alibaba Cloud  
• Learn how to configure security settings for your use case  
• Learn how to set up scans to ensure the effectiveness of your security configurations |
| Reports & Dashboards on Salesforce on Alibaba Cloud| 2.0 hrs | • Learn about and understand Lightning Experience  
• Learn how to visualize key business metrics by using Lightning Experience  
• Learn how to create reports in Lightning Experience |

We are continually updating our course contents for Salesforce on Alibaba Cloud. Stay tuned for more information regarding our courses.
Alibaba Cloud Academy training courses cover a diverse range of topics, including Cloud Computing, Big Data, Security, Artificial Intelligence, IoT, and more. This chapter contains a detailed list of all the Alibaba Cloud online and offline training courses, along with the learning paths for our customers and partners, including Key Accounts, Channel Partners, Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), Managed Service Partners (MSPs), Small and Mid-sized Enterprises (SMEs), and Individual Developers. Our courses cater to learners of all levels, from beginner to expert, and offer flexible learning options, from free digital courses and professional certification exam preparation courses to instructor-led classroom training. Almost all courses are bundled with hands-on labs to provide practical experience through simulating real-world scenarios.
Alibaba Cloud Academy offers 11 professional certification exam preparation courses to help our students gain the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the Alibaba Cloud ACA, ACP, and ACE professional certification exams. These video courses are prepared and taught by Alibaba Cloud Academy experts, providing in-depth insights into the features and workings of Alibaba Cloud services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME</th>
<th>DUR.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ACA Business User Exam Prep       | 3.0 hrs | • Grasp the fundamental concepts of cloud computing  
                                 |      | • Acquire comprehensive knowledge of Alibaba Cloud core services with real-life examples  
                                 |      | • Develop a solid knowledge base to excel in the ACA Business User Certification exam |
| ACA Cloud Computing Exam Prep     | 6.0 hrs | • Grasp a solid understanding of Alibaba Cloud Compute, Storage, Networking, and Security products  
                                 |      | • Develop a strong foundation to clear the ACA Cloud Computing Certification exam |
| ACA Database Exam Prep            | 7.0 hrs | • Fully understand Alibaba Cloud database products and services, including ApsaraDB and AnalyticDB  
                                 |      | • Understand various aspects of database technologies, including relational database management and data warehousing  
                                 |      | • Build a solid foundation to thrive in the ACA Database Certification exam |
| ACA Cloud Native Exam Prep        | 7.0 hrs | • Learn how to use Alibaba Cloud Container Service and Container Registry Service to build and deploy cloud-native applications and security solutions  
                                 |      | • Gain comprehensive knowledge of cloud-native fundamental concepts, cloud cost optimization, observability, and resource orchestration  
                                 |      | • Enhance your likelihood of passing the ACA Cloud Native Certification exam |
| ACA Big Data Exam Prep            | 10.5 hrs | • Understand the core functions and use cases of Alibaba Cloud big data products, including MaxCompute, DataWorks, QuickBI, and E-MapReduce  
                                 |      | • Develop the essential skills and practical knowledge to excel in the ACA Big Data exam |
| ACA Systems Operator Exam Prep    | 2.5 hrs | • Understand the fundamental concepts of cloud computing, including cloud infrastructure deployment, provisioning, fault tolerance, and cloud governance  
                                 |      | • Learn how to rapidly build, deploy, and manage applications on Alibaba Cloud  
                                 |      | • Build a robust knowledge base to pass the ACA System Operator Certification exam |
| ACA Developer Exam Prep           | 2.0 hrs | • Learn how to rapidly build, manage, and deploy applications on the Alibaba Cloud  
                                 |      | • Understand how to perform application monitoring, debugging, optimization, access control, and data storage management on the cloud  
                                 |      | • Stay well-prepared for the ACA Developer Certification exam |
| ACP Cloud Computing Exam Prep     | 7.0 hrs | • Obtain complete knowledge of core Alibaba Cloud products and services, including ECS, SLB, OSS, RDS, Auto Scaling, and Security Center  
                                 |      | • Learn how to build enterprise solutions using Alibaba Cloud core products and services  
                                 |      | • Achieve success in the ACP cloud computing certification exam |
| ACA Cloud Security Exam Prep      | 3.0 hrs | • Learn the functionalities, benefits, and use cases of Alibaba Cloud security solutions, including SecurityCenter, CloudMonitor, Anti-DDoS, Key Management Service, and Web Application Firewall  
                                 |      | • Develop a solid foundation to pass the ACP Cloud Security Certification exam |
| ACA DevOps Exam Prep              | 6.0 hrs | • Learn how to accelerate application development and deployment on the cloud using Alibaba Cloud DevOps tools and best practices  
                                 |      | • Understand the core features of Alibaba Cloud ACK, Log Service, ActionTrail, and Container Registry  
                                 |      | • Improve your prospects of passing the ACP DevOps Engineer Certification exam |
| ACA Container Service Exam Prep    | 4.0 hrs | • Gain complete knowledge of cloud-native technologies, including Docker and Container  
                                 |      | • Understand the architecture and functioning of Alibaba Cloud container solutions, including Container Service for Kubernetes and Service Mesh  
                                 |      | • Learn the essentials skills to smoothly pass the ACP Container Service Certification exam |

Alibaba Cloud Academy offers 11 professional certification training services.

Alibaba Cloud Academy offers specialized bootcamps and workshops for groups of 20 and above. Each bootcamp starts from 3 days, and workshops start from 1 day. These intensive sessions can be tailored towards your requirements, especially towards a particular Alibaba Cloud service, solution, or domain.

Bootcamps and workshops offer a unique experience focusing on intensive learning experiences blended with a healthy and exciting mix of hands-on labs. Aside from the usual trainers, you’ll also get a chance to meet with tech experts and solution architects from Alibaba Cloud, and gain first-hand experience with our services.
The Alibaba Cloud Academy provides 40+ instructor-led classroom training courses, which brings a group of people together to collectively learn about Alibaba Cloud. These courses focus on delivering interactive sessions (both online and offline) to enhance the learning experience.

Our classroom training is driven by a personalized approach that meets the unique needs of each organization. The training courses cover a wide range of topics, including Cloud Computing, Big Data, Security, and Networking, and are designed to equip participants with the necessary skills to succeed in their roles.

### FOUNDATIONAL COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME</th>
<th>DUR.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products | 7.0 hrs | - Learn how to deploy and manage Alibaba Cloud's basic products, such as ECS, OSS, SLB, and RDS  
- Understand the fundamentals of cloud computing architecture |
| Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products | 7.0 hrs | - Learn how to deploy, operate, and manage Alibaba Cloud's advanced products in Compute, Storage, Networking, and Security domains  
- Become familiar with the fundamentals of cloud architecture |
| Alibaba Cloud Network Solutions | 7.0 hrs | - Understand the core functions of Alibaba Cloud networking solutions including VPC, SLB, NAT Gateway, and EPS  
- Learn how to overcome cross-border connectivity issues with Alibaba Cloud networking solutions |
| Alibaba Cloud Security Solutions | 7.0 hrs | - Learn the fundamentals concepts and best practices of cloud security  
- Fully understand Alibaba Cloud security offerings, including SecurityCenter, Key Management Service, Anti-DDoS, and Web Application Firewall |
| Alibaba Cloud Database Solutions | 7.0 hrs | - Get complete knowledge of Alibaba Cloud’s database offerings, including ApsaraDB RDS, PolarDB, and Redis  
- Learn how to use Alibaba Cloud database products for diverse data processing scenarios |
| Alibaba Cloud Migration Solutions | 7.0 hrs | - Learn how to migrate data from on-premises data centers or other cloud vendors to Alibaba Cloud  
- Develop a solid understanding of Alibaba Cloud migration solutions  
- Gain an understanding on how to migrate applications, and structured and unstructured data |

### ADVANCED COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME</th>
<th>DUR.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| DevOps on the Cloud | 7.0 hrs | - Understand the history, core principles, and best practices of DevOps  
- Get familiar with cloud native services such as ACK, ACR, and more |
| Alibaba Cloud Big Data Architecture | 7.0 hrs | - Learn about Alibaba Cloud’s big data solutions, including MapReduce and MaxCompute  
- Understand the best practices of data integration, development, data quality control, data security, and data management on the cloud |
| Alibaba Cloud MaxCompute & DataWorks Deep Dive | 14.0 hrs | - Acquire skills for performing extensive data processing using MaxCompute and DataWorks  
- Become familiar with several critical topics, such as cloud cost optimization, data security, data quality checking, and API development  
- Learn how to use QuickBI and DataV for data visualization |

### OPERATIONS & MANAGEMENT COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME</th>
<th>DUR.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IT Governance on Alibaba Cloud | 7.0 hrs | - Learn the principles, frameworks, benefits, and challenges of cloud IT governance  
- Understand the best practices of account management, resource management, network design, cost control, and security compliance on Alibaba Cloud |
| Alibaba Cloud Products Operation and Management | 14.0 hrs | - Develop a solid understanding of O&M best practices of Alibaba Cloud public cloud products  
- Get practical knowledge of Alibaba Cloud O&M tools, including ActionTrail, Log Service, OSS, and Cloud Config |

---

**Advanced Courses (Cont.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME</th>
<th>DUR.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Alibaba Cloud E-MapReduce | 7.0 hrs | - Understand the advantages of E-MapReduce (EMR) over self-built Hadoop  
- Learn how to use EMR to create, configure, manage, and scale Hadoop clusters on the cloud  
- Learn data import and data development using Sqoop and Hive |
| Alibaba Cloud RealTime Compute | 7.0 hrs | - Learn how to build high-speed, high-throughput Flink pipelines on the cloud using Realtime Compute  
- Become familiar with Alibaba Cloud stream computing best practices  
- Understand how Flink integrates with other tools, such as Kafka and DataLake |
| Alibaba Cloud Machine Learning and AI | 7.0 hrs | - Understand the basic and advanced concepts of AI and machine learning technology  
- Learn how to build Machine Learning and AI Systems using Alibaba Cloud MaxCompute, DataWorks, and PAI  
- Know the core features of Alibaba Cloud Machine Learning Platform for AI (PAI) |
| Enterprise Database and Application Cloud Migration Best Practices | 7.0 hrs | - Learn how to transfer Oracle databases and applications to the cloud using Alibaba Cloud solutions  
- Develop a solid grasp of Alibaba Cloud enterprise database and application migration best practices  
- Understand the features of Alibaba Cloud's heterogeneous database migration tool |
| Alibaba Cloud PolarDB Administration | 7.0 hrs | - Gain a comprehensive understanding of PolarDB architecture and features  
- Learn how to perform PolarDB database O&M, including performance diagnosis, optimization, troubleshooting, and backup and restoration  
- Understand the differences between PolarDB and Oracle database |
| Data Transmission Service Best Practice | 7.0 hrs | - Understand the features, practical scenarios, and migration principles of Alibaba Cloud Data Transmission Service (DTS)  
- Enhance your overall understanding of the Alibaba Cloud database migration solutions |
| Alibaba Cloud Container Service on Kubernetes Technical Essentials | 7.0 hrs | - Understand the foundational concepts of Docker and Kubernetes  
- Learn the advantages of Alibaba Cloud Container Service for Kubernetes (ACK) over self-built Kubernetes clusters  
- Gain practical knowledge of ACK and Alibaba Cloud Container Registry (ACR) |
| Alibaba Cloud Container Service on Kubernetes Best Practices | 7.0 hrs | - Understand the best practices and advantages of Alibaba Cloud Container Service and Registry Service  
- Learn how to manage containers in multi-cloud/hybrid cloud  
- Gain practical knowledge of cloud native application deployment automation with Helm and Terraform |

---

For pricing information, bookings, or general inquiries about Alibaba Cloud training sessions, contact us at intl_training@list.alibaba-inc.com
E-LEARNING & ONLINE TRAINING

Alibaba Cloud Academy offers a comprehensive online learning platform with over 300 e-learning courses (of which 180+ are free-of-charge), including Clouder, Specialty, and professional exam preparation courses. Our on-demand e-learning courses complement the classroom training courses led by Alibaba Cloud Academy experts and help deepen your cloud computing knowledge and achieve your career goals.

CLOUDE R COURSES

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE IN ALL SORTS OF FIELDS

Obtain a Clouder certificate by watching a 30-60 minute video and completing a simple knowledge validation test.

SPECIALTY COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME</th>
<th>DUR.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Networking Specialty</td>
<td>10.0 hrs</td>
<td>Learn how to set up a cloud server using Alibaba Cloud solutions. Improve your proficiency in cloud computing connectivity and earn a professional certificate to demonstrate your expertise in the field of cloud networking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data Specialty</td>
<td>10.0 hrs</td>
<td>Learn various aspects of the Big Data field and get certified as a Big Data Professional. Gain first hands-on training in using Alibaba Cloud big data solutions, such as MaxCompute and QuickBI, to process, analyze, and manage large volumes of data on the cloud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning Specialty</td>
<td>10.0 hrs</td>
<td>Gain a deep understanding of end-to-end machine learning services, including data processing, feature engineering, model training, prediction, and evaluation. Learn how to use Alibaba Cloud’s Platform for AI to deliver such cloud services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Migration Specialty</td>
<td>10.0 hrs</td>
<td>Learn how to migrate your IT infrastructure to Alibaba Cloud. Become familiar with cloud server management, structured and unstructured data migration, and Alibaba Cloud migration solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Database Specialty</td>
<td>10.0 hrs</td>
<td>Understand the functions of ApsaraDB RDS and PolarDB database systems. Gain hands-on experience through practical training to carry out day-to-day database operations on Alibaba Cloud effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoSQL Database Specialty</td>
<td>10.0 hrs</td>
<td>Learn about the features and applicable scenarios of Alibaba Cloud NoSQL database products, including Redis, MongoDB, HBase, and Cassandra. Learn how to handle daily database operational tasks on the cloud using DTS and DBS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HANDS-ON LABS

Alibaba Cloud Academy provides online hands-on labs to help you gain practical knowledge of Alibaba Cloud products in a secure environment at reduced costs. Learners can visit our hands-on lab website and select the desired lab to test and run the Alibaba Cloud products and solutions in a simulated lab environment. They can choose a particular lab based on multiple filters, such as user roles, difficulty levels, operational scenarios, and solution areas. Our hands-on labs fully complement our instructor-led classroom training courses, allowing learners to test their theoretical knowledge acquired during classroom sessions.

3 SIMPLE STEPS

Register for a LabEx account ➔ Select a lab of your choice ➔ Enjoy & complete the lab

*Each lab session costs a small fee and lasts 1.5 to 3 hours.

250+ exciting labs
10+ learning paths that simulate real-world scenarios
Secure & flexible online learning environment
Step-by-step guides guiding you to complete each lab
At Alibaba Cloud, we firmly believe that professional development is a journey involving multiple steps, such as skill development, training, and validation. Organizations require employees with solid cloud skills to realize their business transformation goals. Individuals, in contrast, need quality training and learning support to validate their cloud expertise and advance their careers. Hence, the learning path for every individual is entirely different and depends on their own circumstances and experience with cloud technologies. In response to this growing need, we provide comprehensive cloud computing learning paths for our customers and partners, including Key Accounts, Channel Partners, Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), Managed Service Partners (MSPs), Small and Mid-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), and Individual Developers. These learning paths serve as a blueprint for our customers and partners to build and validate their advanced technical skills in cloud computing and accelerate their journey to cloud excellence.
FOR KEY ACCOUNTS

Our role-based learning paths for our key account partners help their employees choose relevant Alibaba Cloud online training and certification courses based on their career path and existing skill set. This helps them improve their overall cloud computing knowledge, skills, and competencies, and ultimately obtain industry recognized certifications.

MANAGEMENT TEAM (BY EWTP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING PATH</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Business Reform Management | Focusing on the digital economy, industry insight, business scenario analysis, and cross-border businesses, these courses empower key account partners to improve their strategic decision-making ability, improve leadership skills, and accelerate the digital transformation of their business. | • China’s Rapid Ascent: How Digital Technology is Propelling the Nation Forward  
• Decoding the Keys to the Success of the Farmer-to-Consumer (F2C) Model in the Global Context  
• Alibaba Story  
• Mission, Vision and Values |

TECHNICAL BACKBONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING PATH</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cloud Migration Implementation and Delivery | Focusing on cloud migration, database migration, and container management, these courses help the technical backbone team of key accounts learn the necessary skills required to further accelerate cloud migration. | • Alibaba Cloud Migration Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Landing Zone  
• Container Service Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service on K8S Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service Advanced Operation  
• Container Service Operation and Management |
| IT Governance on Alibaba Cloud | Focusing on topics such as IT governance, distributed architectures, microservices, and other general industry solutions, these courses help the technical backbone team of key accounts learn the necessary skills required on cloud native technologies and implement digital transformation. | • IT Governance on Cloud  
• Architecting on Alibaba Cloud  
• Bring a Microservice App to Managed Kubernetes in 10 Minutes  
• An Introduction to Microservice Architecture: Build a Microservice Cluster on Alibaba Cloud Container Service - Live Demo |

For pricing information, bookings, or general inquiries about Alibaba Cloud training sessions, contact us at intl_training@list.alibaba-inc.com
FOR CHANNEL PARTNERS

Our role-based learning paths help channel partners improve the cloud fluency skills of their staff so they can provide exceptional customer support and service as Alibaba Cloud authorized agents, resellers, and distributors.

### TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING PATH</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cloud Technology Empowerment | Focusing the core Alibaba Cloud products and services, these courses provide a way for technical personnel to gain foundational knowledge of Alibaba Cloud and improve their efficiency in working with Alibaba Cloud. | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Advanced Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Big Data Architecture  
• Alibaba Cloud Machine Learning and AI |
| Industry Prospects | Focusing on topics like digital marketing and industry solutions in fields like finance, e-commerce, games, and energy, these courses empower key account partners to improve their strategic decision-making ability, improve leadership skills, and accelerate the digital transformation of their business. | • China’s Rapid Ascent: How Digital Technology is Propelling the Nation Forward  
• Decoding the Keys to the Success of the Farmer-to-Consumer (F2C) Model in the Global Context  
• Redesign Work in Global Market  
• Alibaba Story  
• Mission, Vision and Values (Focusing on the digital economy, industry insight, business scenario analysis, and cross-border businesses, these courses empower key account partners to) |

### SALES MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING PATH</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sales Enablement | Focusing on building sales abilities on Alibaba Cloud core products, these courses enhance the sales team’s comprehension and familiarity with Alibaba Cloud’s offerings, enabling them to provide superior customer service and sales assistance. | • Partner Sales Enablement - Alibaba Cloud Elastic Compute Service  
• Partner Sales Enablement - Alibaba Cloud Cloud Storage  
• Partner Sales Enablement - Alibaba Cloud Networking  
• Partner Sales Enablement - Alibaba Cloud Security Solutions  
• Partner Sales Enablement - Alibaba Cloud Migration |

### OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING PATH</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Alibaba Cloud Product & Service Competencies | Focusing on developing knowledge about Alibaba Cloud products and services, these in-depth courses help technical personnel prepare to take and successfully obtain Alibaba Cloud professional certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Advanced Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Big Data Architecture  
• Alibaba Cloud Machine Learning and AI |
| Alibaba Cloud Professional Certifications | Focusing on developing knowledge about Alibaba Cloud products and services, these in-depth courses help technical personnel prepare to take and successfully obtain Alibaba Cloud professional certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Advanced Products  
• Container Service Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service Advanced Operation  
• Alibaba Cloud Network Solutions |

For pricing information, bookings, or general inquiries about Alibaba Cloud training sessions, contact us at intl_training@list.alibaba-inc.com
Our role-based learning paths provide a roadmap for ISVs and their employees to improve their understanding of cloud technologies and pave a solid foundation to clear the Alibaba Cloud ACA, ACP, and ACE level professional certifications exams.

### FOR INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE VENDORS (ISVs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB ROLE</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Project Manager | As a project manager, basic Alibaba Cloud product & service knowledge is essential. These courses assist project managers in building a solid knowledge base to pass the ACA Cloud Computing certification exam. | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products |
| DevOps Engineer | As a DevOps engineer, getting obtaining an industry recognized DevOps certification is a huge boon for career advancement. These courses assist DevOps engineers in building a strong foundation to pass the ACA and ACP Cloud Computing certification exams. | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• DevOps On-Alibaba Cloud  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service on Kubernetes Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service Best Practice |
| Solution Architect | As a solution architect, one must be very familiar with Alibaba Cloud architecture and how to build feasible and reliable. These courses assist solution architects to achieve ACA, ACP, and Specialty certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Big Data Architecture  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Landing Zone  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Well-Architected Framework  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service Best Practices  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Network Solutions  
• Solution Architecting on Alibaba Cloud  
• Alibaba Cloud Migration Solutions |
| Data Architect | As a solution architect, knowledge of data structures, processing methods, and insight generation and management are essential to standing out in today’s data-driven landscape. These courses assist data architects to achieve ACA, ACP, and Specialty certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• Enterprise Database and Application Cloud Migration Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Advanced Storage Database  
• Data Transmission Service Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud E-MapReduce  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud RealTime Compute  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Machine Learning & AI |
| Developer | As a developer primarily working with Alibaba Cloud services, in-depth knowledge is essential to performing at maximum potential. These courses assist developers of any level to achieve ACA and Specialty certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• Enterprise Database and Application Cloud Migration Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Container Service Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Container Service on Kubernetes Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Security Solutions |
| Business User | Although business users do not directly deal with cloud services, it is highly beneficial to understand the basics on cloud computing in today’s digital-driven world. These courses prepare business users to take on the ACA Business User certification exam and more. | • Alibaba Cloud Business User Workshop  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Business User Training  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Beginner’s Guide to Generative AI  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Business User Training  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Business User Certification Exam |

### FOR MANAGED SERVICE PARTNERS (MSPs)

Our role-based learning paths enable managed service partners and their employees to develop extensive operational knowledge of Alibaba Cloud products and services and earn professional certifications to enhance their credibility while delivering managed services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB ROLE</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Project Manager | As a project manager, basic Alibaba Cloud product & service knowledge is essential. These courses assist project managers in building a solid knowledge base to pass the ACP Cloud Computing certification exam. | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Big Data Architecture  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Machine Learning & AI |
| Solution Architect | As a solution architect, one must be very familiar with Alibaba Cloud services and how to build feasible and reliable. These courses assist solution architects to achieve the professional series (ACA, ACP, ACE) and Specialty certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Big Data Architecture  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Landing Zone  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Well-Architected Framework  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service Best Practices  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Network Solutions  
• Solution Architecting on Alibaba Cloud  
• Alibaba Cloud Migration Solutions |
| Data Architect | As a solution architect, knowledge of data structures, processing methods, and insight generation and management are essential to standing out in today’s data-driven landscape. These courses assist data architects to achieve ACA, ACP, and Specialty certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Big Data Architecture  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud DataWorks Deep Dive  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud E-MapReduce  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud RealTime Compute  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Data Science Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Migration Solutions |
| Database Architect | Database architects require a thorough understanding of the wide selection of Alibaba Cloud database products. These courses assist data architects to achieve ACA, ACP, and Specialty certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Database Administration  
• Data Transmission Service Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Advanced Storage Database  
• Data Transmission Service Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Migration Solutions |
| Enterprise Architect | Enterprise architects are primarily responsible for maintaining the enterprises’ IT networks and how they work with Alibaba Cloud services. These courses prepare enterprise architects for ACA, ACP, ACE, and Specialty certifications. | • Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Big Data Architecture  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud DataWorks Deep Dive  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Migration Solutions |
| Integration Engineers | These courses help integration engineers develop solution architects and prepare for the ACP certification exam. | • Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• DevOps on the Cloud |
| Operations Support Specialists | These courses help operations specialists ensure operations run smoothly and are protected from emergent cyber security threats. It also prepares them for the ACA and Specialty certifications exam. | • IT Governance on Alibaba Cloud  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Security Solutions |
| Business User | These courses prepare business users to take on the ACA Business User certification exam and more. | • Alibaba Cloud Cloud Business User Workshop  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Business User Training  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Business User Certification Exam  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Business User Training  
• Alibaba Cloud Cloud Business User Certification Exam |
### FOR SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES (SMEs)

Our role-based learning paths enable managed service partners and their employees to develop extensive operational knowledge of Alibaba Cloud products and services and earn professional certifications to enhance their credibility while delivering managed services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB ROLE</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Project Manager        | These courses assist project managers in SMEs gain essential skills and the knowledge to pass the ACA Cloud Computing certification exams.                                                                                                      | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• IT Governance on Alibaba Cloud |
| Solution Architect     | Solution architects in SMEs play a crucial role in building reliable solutions. These courses assist solution architects to fit into their job model and achieve ACA, ACP, and Specialty certifications.                                           | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Big Data Architecture  
• Alibaba Cloud Network Solutions  
• Solution Architected on Alibaba Cloud  
• Alibaba Cloud Migration Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Landing Zone  
• Alibaba Cloud Well-Architected Framework |
| Integration Engineers  | These courses help integration engineers develop solutions on Alibaba Cloud and prepare them for ACA and ACP certification exams.                                                                                                      | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Migration Solutions |
| DevOps Engineer        | As a DevOps engineer, getting obtaining an industry recognized DevOps certification is a huge boon for career advancement. These courses assist DevOps engineers in building a strong foundation to pass the ACA and ACP Cloud Computing certification exams.                  | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• DevOps On Alibaba Cloud  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service on Kubernetes Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service Best Practice |
| Developer              | As a developer primarily working with Alibaba Cloud services, in-depth knowledge is essential to performing at maximum potential. These courses assist developers of any level to achieve ACA and Specialty certifications.                                                 | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service on Kubernetes Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Network Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Security Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud PolaRDB Administration  
• Alibaba Cloud E-MapReduce  
• Alibaba Cloud RealTime Compute  
• Alibaba Cloud Machine Learning and AI  
• Alibaba Cloud Beginner’s Guide to Generative AI |
| Business User          | These courses prepare business users to take on the ACA Business User certification exam and more.                                                                                                                 | • Alibaba Cloud Business User Workshop  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Beginner’s Guide to Generative AI |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB ROLE</th>
<th>VALUE PROPOSITION</th>
<th>COURSE CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Developer              | As a developer primarily working with Alibaba Cloud services, in-depth knowledge is essential to performing at their maximum potential. These courses help enhance developers understanding of Alibaba Cloud products and services and prepare them to earn industry leading professional certifications to validate their cloud skills. | • Alibaba Cloud Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Basic Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Technical Operations - Advanced Products  
• Alibaba Cloud Database Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service Best Practice  
• Alibaba Cloud Container Service on Kubernetes Technical Essentials  
• Alibaba Cloud Network Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Security Solutions  
• Alibaba Cloud Beginner’s Guide to Generative AI |
WHAT EVERYONE’S BEING SAYING

ALIBABA CLOUD’S TRAINING PROGRAMS BRING DIGITAL EXCELLENCE TO INSTITUTIONS WORLDWIDE

Making cloud computing and AI education more accessible

We know that us advertising our strengths and offerings is just blowing our own horns. Why not listen to what everyone has to say about our programs and decide for yourself? We’re always happy to share our customer experiences.

This impeccable program gives our students a chance to learn from some of the most talented professionals in the industry and gain insights into the latest trends and developments, equipping themselves with real-world skills.

Professor Hongbin Cai
Dean and Chair of Economics
HKU Business School

Leveraging Alibaba Cloud Academy, BPT has fostered a highly skilled technical team, both in pre-sales and post-sales capacities. Academy has equipped us to serve our customers that hail from various backgrounds, expanding our market reach and enhancing our business growth.

Ryandika Putra
Team Leader, Technical Sales Specialist
Bule Power Technology

The comprehensive learning materials available on the Alibaba Cloud Academy portal are excellent. The classes and hands-on labs helped me understand difficult cloud concepts easily.

Justin Rivera
Manager
Technology and Product Solution Group
VST ECS Philippines

Alibaba Cloud Academy training sessions are incredibly beneficial as they provide real-world use cases and expert insights. These training courses equipped me with invaluable skills and knowledge relevant to my company’s needs.

Yohana Polin Simatupang
Senior Software Engineer
DANA

As a university partner to AAEP, we have been offered a package of teaching courseware for free to gain extra industry knowledge and use them as a teaching aid.

Ts Dr Michael Cheng Wai Khuen
Assistant Professor
Faculty of ICT
UTAR

For pricing information, bookings, or general inquiries about Alibaba Cloud training sessions, contact us at intl_training@list.alibaba-inc.com
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Follow us on social media!

@alibabacloud
@alibabacloudglobal
@cloud_alibaba

For more information
https://edu.alibabacloud.com
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